Synchrogenix™ Writer

Empower your medical writers to create
high-quality content efficiently and consistently
Certara’s Synchrogenix™ Writer
is designed specifically to assist medical writers in creating content through an easy-to-use interface to streamline your writing
deliverables through automation, reusability, and machine learning. Unlike traditional methods of manually writing content, the
cloud-hosted, 21 CFR Part 11 compliant software platform:

Empowers your
medical writers to
focus on higher risk
priorities
Allow your writers to focus
on data interpretation and
key message development

Ensures consistency
and quality through
standardization

Decreases your
production time and
reduces costs

Say the same thing, in the
same way, each time and
in each place across many
documents

Streamline your authoring
and review processes to
meet expedited timelines

Synchrogenix™ Writer is continually adding new functionality to make you more efficient in the creation of your documentation,
recognizing that certain pieces can be re-used and reformatted to gain efficiencies through technology. The first step in
streamlining your writing deliverables is to change the narrative on your patient safety narrative writing.

www.certara.com

“

“

The fact we could produce the first drafts so quickly was a key benefit for our timeline.
And the fact that the QC review was built in was an additional factor that contributed
significantly to meeting our timeline goal.

- Editor, Medical Writing | Leading biotechnology company
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Synchrogenix™
Writer authored
over 5,000 patient
narratives for
customers in 2021.

Reduce time to completion while providing
consistency across your batches of patient
narratives.
Managing narrative projects with moving timelines is challenging, especially given
the complexities that go into preparing your data for use. With the narrative builder
features in Synchrogenix™ Writer, you can manage thousands of narratives to full
completion, including review, in a fraction of the time.
• Create custom project templates with ease
• Re-use narrative sections and/or templates from previous projects
• Apply datasets to projects and preview that patient’s data populated in your
template sections in real-time during development
• Eliminate the need to rely on programmed patient listings as sources for
narratives
• Gain efficiency, quality, and consistency across your narrative set
• Work directly from data to ensure written narratives match the data’s narrative
For added flexibility, Certara has a regulatory services team of expert medical
writers trained using Synchrogenix™ Writer. As your organization encounters peak
workloads, our trained staff of narrative writing experts can support
you as needed

Customer Journey + Technology = Success
We understand the struggles our customers face and how we can better develop
technology solutions that save you time and resources on getting your therapeutics
to market faster. By pairing the customer journey with ever-advancing technology
and an unrivaled services team, Certara is uniquely positioned to provide you the
flexibility to license Synchrogenix™ Writer, utilize our regulatory services team, or a
combination of the two to meet your medical writing needs.

To learn more about Synchrogenix™ Writer
and upcoming functionality:
www.certara.com/synchrogenix-writer
About Certara
Certara accelerates medicines using proprietary biosimulation software and technology
to transform traditional drug discovery and development. Its clients include 1,650 global
biopharmaceutical companies, leading academic institutions, and key regulatory agencies
across 61 countries.
For more information, visit www.certara.com.
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